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english programs & instructors ... pop art (which accused the art world of commodity production), and ... susan
sontag, tom wolfe, norman mailer, dwight macdonald, lawrence alloway, harold rosenberg, clement greenberg,
pauline kael, paul krassner, lester bangs, and so on, but we’ll also read the more recent critical ... stanley
kubrick’s a clockwork orange as art against torture - articles stanley kubrick’s a clockwork orange as art
against torture carolyn strange, australian national university, australia abstract kubrick’s a clockwork orange
(aco) has generated considerable debate over the effects of violence and its representation, but its depiction
of torture has inspired little scholarly the european western - rutgers university - directors of the eurowesterns would later knowingly reconfigure. pauline kael wrote in her book kiss kiss bang bang, “the original
stagecoach had a mixture of reverie and reverence about the american past that made the picture seem
almost folk art; we wanted to believe in it even if we didn’t” (kael 52). august – november 2012 admission:
$12.50 non-members / $7 ... - (1952, christian-jaque) in a “louis xv western” (pauline kael), lusty peasant
gérard philipe, opting for the seven years’ war when caught in flagrante de haystack, fights and loves his way
to king marcel herrand’s favor, despite a hay rake duel, his own hanging, and gina lollobrigida’s impressive
cleavage, then wins the war by himself. part i the commercial aesthetic - wiley-blackwell - art and
business moviemaking is a marriage between art and business. jack valenti6 in 1968, as ﬁlm studies began to
appear on the curricula of american universi-ties, the new yorker’s ﬁlm critic pauline kael complained that
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softly, darling, hear what i say: listening in a ... - come softly, darling, hear what i say: listening in a
state of distraction—a tribute to the work of walter benjamin, elvis presley, and robert christgau lindsay waters
all knowledge, the totality of all questions and all answers, is con-tained in the dog. —franz kafka outside of a
dog, a man’s best friend is a book. inside of a dog, it ...
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